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Meeting Online in 2021
OLLI San Francisco State, one of 124 Osher Lifelong Learning Institutes nationwide, is a close community of inquiring adults, age 50+, who believe in lifelong learning, engagement, and exploration. OLLI instructors are experts in their fields, skilled educators who are enthusiastic about teaching our members.

At OLLI, over 100 discussion-encouraging classes are offered annually. There are no exams or grades and readings are always optional. We invite you to delve into subjects you may have been interested in for years but simply didn’t have time to study.

**Classes held online until it is safe to resume in-person meetings.**

Join us! Visit: [http://olli.sfsu.edu](http://olli.sfsu.edu)

---

**FIVE SEMESTERS OF 6-WEEK COURSES** on topics such as: *Republics: Their Rise and Fall; The Golden Age of British Painting; Monet, the Late Years; The Women of the French New Wave; History of Progressive San Francisco Politics; American Classical Music; and Exploring the Universe: From Mars to the Stars*

**MINI COURSES** of two-to-four hours, open to non-members, on topics such as: *Film Noir: Sin and Sex on the Silver Screen; Frida Kahlo: Appearances Can Be Deceiving; iPhoneography; Emerging Dynamics of the Presidential Campaign; Westside Story*

**SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS** (meeting online via Zoom Conference):
- Poetry Writing
- Share-a-Book
- Share-a-Film
- Human Evolution
- Conversation Groups for Spanish and French

**VISTAS & BYWAYS**, our own online literary journal produced bi-annually since 2015. An annual gathering featuring live readings is anticipated by all. Visit [vbreview.org](http://vbreview.org)

**AND WHEN IT IS SAFE TO GATHER AGAIN IN PERSON, JOIN US FOR:**

**Monthly Brown Bag** lunch lectures; **OLLI Plus** (formerly Sixty Plus), offering two lectures a month on San Francisco State University's main campus followed by refreshments and social time; **trips and outings**: Local group outings to movies, museum exhibitions, and live performances; trips to Oregon Shakespeare Festival, Ashland, OR. and Chicago, IL.

---

“OLLI has become a significant and enriching part of my retirement... an unexpected treasure in my life.”

Laurie, OLLI Member since 2018

---

Front (left to right): screenshot of online class entitled “Broadway’s Legendary Composers”; Barbara Campbell and Helley Arbel; Instructor Thomas Simpson inspires; Top, right: Karen Rhodes, Elaine Porter and Frances Covington are riveted in class. Bottom from left: David Perper, OLLI member; Professor Alexandra Amati; Indiana Quadra draws a portrait of her mother; OLLI members at a movie outing.